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Ordering Information

Easy number system - Fast and efficient for computer systems and counterman. System is numerical -four or five digit base number, followed by a “letter suffix” denoting package style. All piece counts are listed in catalog and price sheet for fast and easy selection of quantity needed. All packages are UPC Barcoded. See our website, www.picowiring.com, for complete catalog information.

"M" MINI PACK
One price retail pack. Excellent selection for fast inventory turns. Order in multiples of ten.

"D" DOLLAR PACK
More terminals but space saving package. One price retail sale. Order in multiples of five.

"H" COUNT PACK
A High Count retail package. All packages retail for same price. Order in any quantity.

"C" & "G" PACK TERMINALS
1 to 100 pieces - Volume users will appreciate this dollar saving value. Order in any quantity.

"C" PACK WIRE
One price coil pack of Wire. All colors and gauges. Order in any quantity.

"A" BULK PACK
Bulk packaging on all items. Consult catalog or price sheet for quantity listing. Order in any quantity.

"QT" CLAM SHELL
Greater variety in a smaller space. Consumer oriented displays. Order in multiples of five.

"KT" CLAM SHELL
Small package with a bit more product. Re-sealable package for convenient storage. One price retail sale. Order in multiples of five.

"PT" CLAM SHELL
Most items available in Clam Shell. Re-sealable package allows easy dispensing. Order in any quantity.
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